
QUESTIONS ANSWERS

From the beginning, I think that it is good to focus on presentation practice that is conscious of English.

Nothing in particular.

The level was just right, but I wanted more work and a place to present in the lectures.

At the Bionano Centre, the lectures are well-organaized informative and clearly presented either using power point slide shows on the board.

Every instructor was very interesting and came extremely well prepared. Therefore, the lectures were quite interesting. I think Professor Maekawa-

sensei, was the best aspect of the course. He made the topics interesting by involving us everythime in what some researchers did. Plus, there was

good humor. The lectures are also accompanied by workshops in which the student participate and demonstrate their skills.

The content of the lecture was wonderful. There is no problem with the level and management of the lecture.

I could acquire field of specialisation necessary for bio-nanoscience.

It is importance of preparation and pronunciation when it's presented in Englush and attitude.

Presentaion method. Operation of experimental equipment.

Expertise and ability to "listen" to English.

I have learnt from the lectures that research can be enjoyable if you make it into a teamwork. Also, it was exciting

to be able to apply certain concepts learned in the course to an actual work assignment.

I got my English ability and biological knowledge.

I could acuire field of specialisation necessary for bio-nanoscience, and could helpful my research.

There is no particular opinion.

Nothing in particular.

I want a place to "speak" English.

I think that the bionano centre is managing the lectures very well as it has helped me to accept the new knowledge quickly.

In overall, I don't really have any suggestions for the moment.

No idea.

There is not improvement especially.
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Not particular.

Nothing in particular.

Support was sufficient. For example, they notified me that the due date of the submission is approaching.

I am really satisfied with how the Bionano centre's administration gives us all the support we need.

They are extremely helpful in all areas and wouldn't hesitate to give us a hand.

It was very good.

Thank you for support to my research and school work.

I got a lot of support, so it's within acceptable.

Nothing in particular.

There is nothing in particular.

The administrative workers are very polite, helpful and hard-working. Thus, I think they don't need any

suggestions in my point of view.

No idea.

There is not improvement especially.
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I was teached unkown kowledge. It is good.

The lectures I attended were quite informative and helped to have a better understanding of the subject area. Before starting practical work

it is necessary to have theoritical knowledge about the work area. In a way, attending these lectures made me more aware about the techniques

applied during practical work.

Contents and level of lectures organised extremely useful.

The lectures were informative and managed very well.

It was easy to understand lectures for me.

Operation FT-IR and Cells.

The lectures and the iinstrumentation workshops I attended gave me a thorough understanding about the  research area and working principle of

instruments. I learned to operate many instruments ilke SEM, TEM, Zetasizer which now being quite helpful to me to    my research work

succesfully.

I was more interested in learning about bionanotechnology. So I attended classes to learm how to use XED, SEM, TEM and other cutting edge

instruments and their principles for my own research.

The lectures were interdisciplinary from different subjects and provided ample knowledge in each subgect. These lectures were quite helpful during

my Ph.D. research while doing many of the experiments.

I learned the usage of analysus equipment and electromagneticsin the lectures.

In workshops, I ask to equipments.

In my opinion the lectures were well designed so that we can have a outlook about different research areas.

Drug discovery and development is one of the important part of bio nano fusion science. I think lectures associated drug chemistry and formulation

kinetics can be useful to learn and develop new potent nano formulations for drugs for various diseases.

We can also have more video recordings of lectures from professors or maybe we have youtube channel, so that we can refur back to the lectures.

The curriculum is well designed for Ph.D. students.

I thought that it would be more easier to understant if ther were manual when learning usage there analysis equipments.
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They respond easy request at short time.

The administration has always been really supportive and always there to address any doubts and problems.

I think it is due to their continuous support and help that most of the things went quite smoothly and we didn't  face any problem.

Asministrative staff of Graduate School of Interdisciplinary New Science, Toyo University is hard working, diligent,

cooperative and other personel helps associated to my stay in Japan. I really thank them for their kind support.

The administrative staff were very supportive and provided help whoevere needed.

I think that support is sufficiently.

I would like to post schedule at all labs and offices.

I think the only problem I had sometimes is due to language. Sometimes I am not able to make them fully

understand my point so, if they can improve their English language skills it will be quite helpful.

For improvements I think some minor points can be considered.

A) Doctral students should get some professional mail id instead of "some number"@toyo.jp.

B) Information about part time jobs and TA (teaching assistantships) can be advertised in English.

C) Information emails about scientific talks organised by other departments can be circulated.

Some level of English communication could be improved, which will be helpful for international students in futhre.

I hope that support will continue.
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